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An in-depth study (324 pages) of all the percussion
instruments, rhythms and song styles of Afro-Cuban music,
along with their applications to the drum set. Detailed
technical studies of each instrument are presented along with
notations of many rhythm styles. The entire rhythm section
(parts for bass, piano, horn section, string section, tres, and
guitar) is also studied in detail. The book comes with two CDs
that include performances of each percussion instrument,
drum set, all rhythm section instruments, as well as examples
of all musical styles with full instrumentation in score form.
Cook’s TEACHING PERCUSSION, which includes over
seven hours of video footage, continues to set the standard in
percussion instrument methods texts. Providing a
comprehensive introduction to every aspect of percussion
education, technique and performance, this enhanced third
edition develops students' musical understanding and
performance skills. The author's consistent and detailed
philosophy introduces students to a refined teaching
methodology--and gives them greater insight into the learning
process by integrating contemporary concepts about
experiential awareness learning. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Play Congas Now is a step-by-step method that teaches all
the fundamentals of conga playing. You will learn hand
positions and techniques, basic reading skills, different styles
of rhythms and patterns, tuning and maintenance, drum set
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conga drums. The accompanying CD includes all exercises
and has play-along tracks to practice with. The styles covered
in the book are Afro-Cuban, Puerto Rican, Dominican, pop,
rock, funk, and R & B rhythms. Play Congas Now is a must
for the beginner who wants to get started on congas or an
intermediate player who wants an excellent practice tool to
refine his or her skills. Book jacket.
This best-selling, progressive encyclopedia of rock/funk
patterns for all tempos utilizes a new contemporary teaching
style for independence, rudiments, styles and more.
National and global efforts have failed to stop climate change,
transition from fossil fuels, and reduce inequality. We must
now confront these and other increasingly complex problems
by building resilience at the community level. The Community
Resilience Reader combines a fresh look at the challenges
humanity faces in the 21st century, the essential tools of
resilience science, and the wisdom of activists, scholars, and
analysts working on the ground to present a new vision for
creating resilience. It shows that resilience is a process, not a
goal; how it requires learning to adapt but also preparing to
transform; and that it starts and ends with the people living in
a community. From Post Carbon Institute, the producers of
the award-winning The Post Carbon Reader, The Community
Resilience Reader is a valuable resource for community
leaders, college students, and concerned citizens.
The Art of Playing Timbales, Volume 1 provides the perfect
explanation of how the instruments of the Afro-Cuban
percussion section (timbales, congas, bongos, and
sometimes drumset) function as a unit. The rhythms are first
presented for timbales, then with conga and bongos, and
finally with adaptations for drumset.
(Book). In this quintessential guide to both creating and
facilitating drum circles, noted music therapist and drum circle
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grooves and instrumentation, to the personal side of
empowering people and creating transformational
experiences through recreational drumming. Filled with
practical tools, guidelines, principles, helpful hints, exercises,
and even a play-along CD, Stevens' book weaves into one
resource the many key elements of what My
Generation/AARP Magazine refers to as one of the country's
"fastest growing holistic health trends." "Christine Stevens
brings together the energy of her drum circle leadership and
the healing power of her background in wellness to give us a
very helpful book for drum circle leaders, teachers, recreation
specialists, religious group leaders, health professionals,
business people and amateur drummers." Dr. Will Schmid,
MENC Past President and author, World Music Drumming
"This book is a must for anyone involved in or interested in
the drum circle movement from veterans to wanna-be
facilitators." Karl Bruhn, Father of the Music Making and
Wellness Movement What you'll learn: . The science of
entrainment . The drum circle duality . How to advertise and
set up your drum circle . Recommended drums and
percussion instruments . Eight basic facilitation cues . Seven
essential skills of facilitation . Making arrangements in-themoment . Facilitation using a melody instrument . Creating
sound-scapes with new drummers . How to cover the basics
of hand drumming . Starting and maintaining the groove .
Designing your program . Facilitating from a place of musical
joy! . Creating metaphors and meaning
What happens when a metal band gets caught up in the
apocalypse? Even better, what happens when you give that
same scenario to twelve of the genre's hottest authors?
Rosamilia, Besser, Abell, Buda, Shelman, Silverman,
Stallcup, Wallen, Johnesee, Wilburn, Welmerink, Madron ...
each author was put to the task to take the apocalyptic story
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The only complete method book on Salsa ever published.
Numerous musical examples of how different Afro-Cuban
styles are created, what each instrument does, text explaining
the history and structure of the music, etc. "This will be the
Salsa Bible for years to come." Sonny Bravo, Tito-Puente's
pianist.
Presents a guide to playing the bongos, congas, and djembe
drums, with lessons covering hearing the beat, playing with
groups, and creating new rhythms.
At long last, the secrets of Tower of Power drummer David
Garibaldi's groundbreaking funk/jazz fusion drumming
techniques are presented in this innovative book. Whether
you play rock, heavy metal, jazz or funk, you'll learn how to
incorporate Garibaldi's contemporary "linear" styles and
musical concepts into your playing as you develop your own
unique drumset vocabulary. Funk/Jazz techniques are
highlighted in chapters on development of the "Two Sound
Level" concept, Four-Bar Patterns, Groove Playing and Funk
Drumming, followed by a series of challenging exercises
which include 15 Groove Studies and 17 Permutation
Studies. These techniques are combined with modern
musical ideas that will help you build a solid foundation and
add finesse to your bag of tricks.
Latin rhythms abound in this book! Beats, charts and
examples are given for the mambo, cha-cha, xongo, calypso,
merengue, samba, bomba, and rumba, as well as Afro-Cuban
beats and patterns. Percussion notation is included for conga,
timbale, clave, bongo, drumset, bongo bell, guiro,cha-cha
bell, shaker, large and small cowbells, tambora, agogo,
surdo, pandeiro and cuica. Audio available online.
This book presents an array of tasty Quinto licks. These
dynamically syncopated licks can be played with the rhythms
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be used to play in drum circles by anyone who is new or
advanced to improvising. The book utilizes Mp3 files (see
bottom of description) and an easy to understand notation
method for ease of comprehension. These 50 licks will
enhance your understanding of Afro-Cuban syncopation.They
will also help you develop your own voice, individuality, and
style on any hand drum. They will sharpen your hand
coordination, timing, and general facility. Practicing these
exercises will help you on your way to becoming a skillful
soloist. AUDIO FILES: Please send an email to
qualitydag@gmail.com with receipt of purchase to receive all
downloadable audio files.
Brazilian Music Workshop concentrates not only on the
Brazilian styles which are played extensively around the
world, but also on those which are rarely heard outside the
country. Explanations are accompanied by hundreds of
written and recorded examples, and the discussion of each
style concludes with a complete composition. An extensive
discography, glossary, biographies, and photos of Brazilian
artists are included.

The classic jazz independence book is now new and
improved and with two CDs! Jim Chapin, known as the
"Father of Jazz Independence," has written one of the
most popular drumset books of all time. This classic work
should be in every drummer's library as there is always
something new to learn and develop from this masterful
book. Whether for a beginner or an accomplished
drummer, this system will greatly improve independence
and coordination, sticking, power, and speed and
endurance on the drumset. Dedicated to Sanford
Moeller, this book proves Jim's teaching techniques like
no other.
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and bongo drum in jazz. This text is an essential tool for
band teachers and drummers playing LatinPercussion in
jazz with special emphasis on swing. Includes chapters
on history,description, tuning, position/posture, notation,
strokes, rhythms, etc. Completewith photos, interviews,
music transcriptions and video links. This much-needed
text fills a niche in the application of the conga and
bongo drum in jazz. Special features include archival
photos, a rare interview with legendary jazz
guitaristKenny Burrell, online companion video with
Candido and Bobby Sanabria and the most
comprehensive discography ever complied on the use of
conga and bongo drums in jazz with over 100 listings
and commentary including Candido, Ray Barretto,
Armando Peraza, Willie Bobo, Luis Miranda, Patato
Valdez, Willie Rodriguez, Tata Guines and many more
This book--which won the 2000 DRUM Magazine
Readers' Poll for "Best Instructional Book"--is a
complete, step-by-step course on conga drumming. It's
the book we looked for but couldn't find when we were
first learning to drum. We did everything we could to
make it user-friendly, so even non-musicians could
understand it. The book teaches families of drum parts
for several authentic Afro-Caribbean rhythms, including
rumba, bomba, calypso, conga, and bembe. The
instruction is clear and step-by-step, and the writing
creates the intimate feel of private lessons. The charts
are big and easy to read. Life-like illustrations clearly
demonstrate proper technique for each stroke. Please
note: audio files of the CD that comes with the print
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version (but are available separately).
A practical guide to learning variations for the Rumba
Guaguanc Segundo and Tumba conga drums. Includes
500 diagrammed exercises and helpful introductory
videos. (Send receipt of purchase for Dropbox access.)
Afro-Cuban Rhythms: Gig Savers Complete Edition
combines both of Trevor Salloum's popular previous
editions. The material is designed for the intermediate to
advanced percussionist who has some basic
understanding of percussion notation. Part one is a
collection of traditional rhythms ideal for a
percussionensemble or for the individual who wants to
learn the authentic parts of each rhythm. The material is
presented in a concise and user-friendly style. Part
oneincludes information on Clave, Tumbao for one and
two drums, Yamb£, Guaguanc¢ (Havana), Guaguanc¢
(Matanzas), Rumba columbia, Conga (Havana), Conga
(Matanzas) and Conga (Santiago). Part two is structured
just like part one, but covers a different set of rhythms:
Bembe, Makuta, Yuka, Palo,Arar†, Abaku† (Havana),
Abaku† (Matanzas), Gag†, Vud£ and Iyesa. All rhythms
presented in this edition are easily adapted to conga
drums and Afro-Cuban hand percussion.
(Steel Pan). The Hal Leonard Steelpan Method is
designed for anyone just learning to play the steelpan.
This easy-to-use beginner's guide takes you through the
basics of the instrument and its technique. The
accompanying audio includes demonstration tracks for
all the examples in the book. It covers: stance * holding
the mallets * types of strokes * tone production and
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many songs and exercises * basic music reading *
steelpan anatomy and maintenance * steelpan history *
and more.
This book and accompanying audio are a perfect
introduction to the conga drum. The book includes
lessons on music notation, posture, positioning, tuning,
and hand strokes. There are also many exercises,
examples of Latin rhythms, andeven some history of the
instrument. Written by best-selling Mel Bay author Trevor
Salloum, this method is all you need to start playing the
conga today!
(Meredith Music Percussion). A source book of original
graduated reading studies for band/orchestra placement,
grading, sight reading, regional/state auditions, teacher
training classes and supplementary lesson material.
Contains a wide variety of meters, keys, dynamics, tempi
and rhythms. An evaluation chart for each instrument is
included. (a href="http://youtu.be/Y-9Dm3cPsmE"
target="_blank")Click here for a YouTube video on
Audition Etudes(/a)
This text and audio package teaches timbales as played
by the master percussionist Changuito. Topics include
set-up, tuning, the clave, fills, independence exercises,
listening recommendations, and a glossary of terms.
Various styles are studied such as Danzon, Abanico,
Cha-Cha-Cha, Mambo, Pilon, Mozambique,
Merengsongo, Conga, 6/8 Rhythms, Timba, Songo,
Laye, and Afro-Cuban. Examples on the recording are
performed by Changuito.
English / Spanish. Practical Applications, using AfroPage 8/14
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of the Drumset. Formerly a three-part series that
explores Afro-Caribbean rhythms as applied to the
drumset, this revision combines the series into one book
and online audio. The unique approach is in teaching
rhythms while developing total drumset technique and
independence. Includes English and Spanish text and an
authentic recording performed by a band of Latin music
all-stars. Styles covered include: cha-cha-cha, samba,
mambo, cumbia, bolero, 6/8 merengue, songo, bossa
nova, NY mozambique. Also covers Latin, jazz, rock, and
funk applications for these styles.
In-depth coverage of popular percussion instruments,
including history, tuning, maintenance, techniques,
exercises, ensembles, and more, from a world-renowned
educator and performer, Kalani. Each book comes with
an enhanced CD featuring additional multimedia content,
including demonstrations of all rhythms and techniques
and tuning instructions.
A complete study, including illustrations, on all the Latin
rhythms.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty
years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and
having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold
into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in
the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life
and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public."
-an excerpt
The most comprehensive volume on performance art
from the Americas to have appeared in English, Corpus
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studies of contemporary Latin performance. Drawing on
live art from the 1960s to the present day, these
fascinating essays explore the impact of Latin American
politics, popular culture and syncretic religions on Latin
performance. Including contributions by artists as well as
scholars, Fusco's collection bridges the theory/practice
divide and discusses a wide variety of genres. Among
them are: * body art * carpa * vaudeville * staged political
protest * tropicalist musical comedies * contemporary
Venezuelan performance art * the Chicano Art
movement * queer Latino performance The essays
demonstrate how specific social and historical contexts
have shaped Latin American performance. They also
show how those factors have affected the choices artists
make, and how their work draw upon and respond to
their environment.
The concept of Latin Rudiments began years ago when I had
the opportunity to meet and talk with a great drummer, Victor
Lewis. Mr. Lewis was visiting a house in Miami where I lived
with several other musicians. I noticed that he was playing the
clave along with a Cuban radio station. I inquired why he was
doing this and Mr. Lewis' response was that he wanted to get
into the rhythms of the music and what better way than to use
the backbone of Cuban music, the clave. Mr. Lewis, at the
time, was in Miami recording with saxophone great David
Sanborn. I must have thought that his playing the clave to
understand the music was a good idea because I immediately
began to use his idea to enhance my own understanding and
appreciation of Cuban music. I don't remember if Mr. Lewis
used any particular sticking. All I remember was that his
concept impressed me and started me on my way to
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which have their roots with Latin and Brazilian music. These
ideas, most if not all of them inspired by listening to music
and finding interesting rhythmic patterns and developing them
further, have nothing to do with technique or applying any
particular technique to the patterns. They are inspirations and
are meant to do a few things:1. With the more typical rhythms
like clave, cascara, certain Brazilian rhythmic phrases, etc.,
the Latin Rudiments are there for you to be able to groove
within the respective style. It has been my experience that the
more you perform and actually hear the respective rhythms
being played the more they become part of your behavior and
experience. Playing the clave in its many forms represented
in this book will allow you to better feel the actual rhythm. 2.
When a foot pattern is added, drummers will definitely
experience the essence of developing "coordinated
independence". I first read this phrase when I began
practicing Jim Chapin's masterwork, Advanced Techniques
for the Modern Drummer. The concept of coordinated
independence is definitely highlighted when foot patterns are
added to the Latin Rudiments. There will be examples
throughout the book and accompanying MP3s of different foot
patterns.My suggestion is to begin all exercises by playing
both feet with quarter notes, with a metronome set at the
major pulse, be it a quarter note or dotted quarter note = 40
beats per minute (bpm). Tempos can and should be
increased as the patterns become more relaxed and natural.
"Both feet with the metronome, always" was a direction given
to me by my snare drum technique teachers. I feel this is
essential to developing what some call an "Inner Clock". A
majority of the recorded examples are played at 40
bpm.Other bass drum/hi hat patterns will be introduced
throughout this method.3. I urge my drum students to be
creative. The Latin Rudiments are definitely jumping off points
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regarding what you can and cannot do. You are encouraged
to explore and be as creative as you want to be. I love the
idea of creating generations of ideas; generations away from
the original Latin Rudiment. See where these ideas can take
you!Many of the exercises herein are played as written and
also at double the tempo. You are encouraged to play the
exercises correctly and then to increase the tempos.The Latin
Rudiments are a fundamental way to get closer to Latin and
Brazilian rhythms. They are useful in developing command
and control of the drum set. Also, I feel and can attest to the
proven fact that the Latin Rudiments can be inspirations for
your own creativity. My hope is that you find the Latin
Rudiments useful in your own daily practice.
Volume III is the first educational product to tackle the
complex subject of Timba, the new musical genre which has
been played in Cuba since 1989. Timba represents a
quantum leap for all the instruments of the rhythm section
and especially the congas. The recordings of Toms Cruz are
considered the most advanced examples of Timba congaplaying and so fascinated the three coauthors that they
sought out Toms Cruz and spent a year and a half studying
his style and meticulously documenting it before even
considering the idea of publishing it. After many hundreds of
hours of passionate research, this "labor of love" eventually
reached fruition as Volume III. Volumes II & I were then
written to trace the roots of the style and to understand the
path Toms took to arrive at his phenomenal level of technical
mastery and rhythmic creativity. Much more than a collection
of patterns or exercises, Volume III analyzes Timba
arrangements from beginning to end, explaining the role of
the congas in each section, the relationship to the "clave,"
and Tomasito's creative process, including an exercise which
teaches the reader to invent his own Timba conga parts. It
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the creation of the Step by Step DVD Method, which enables
the reader to learn these exciting new rhythms in a fraction of
the time it would take working with only written music and
audio recordings.
Designed as a core text for college level courses in
percussion methods and pedagogy, Teaching Percussion is a
comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to teaching
methodology and performance techniques. Now updated,
Teaching Percussion helps students and performers develop
musical understanding and performance skills on some fifty
percussion instruments. The Second Edition includes
coverage of new developments in world music instruments
and performance. In addition, Norman Weinberg, cofounder
of the PAS World Percussion Network, has contributed a
discussion of electronic percussion and new technology. The
outstanding exercises, musical examples, photographs,
illustrations, practical advice, and bibliographies - popular
features in the first edition - have been retained and
enhanced. Teaching Percussion, Second Edition, is an
invaluable resource for students, faculty, and performers
alike.
In Volume I, Tomasito reveals the time tested conga method
which he himselfstudied with Changuito and other master
congueros at the ENA conservatory in Havana. Volume I
starts at the absolute beginning and is designed for the
personwho has never touched the congas, but is also of great
value to the advanced player who wishes to understand the
foundation and rudiments of the approach that has allowed
the ENA and the other Havana conservatories to consistently
turn out so many world class congueros each year. Volume I
begins with simple exercises to develop technique and
systematically works its way through rudiments and 'recursos'
for use in solos and fills and basic rhythm patterns such as
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unique Step by Step online video Method, which enables the
student to learn the patterns by watching the video and
imitating Tomasito as he builds the patterns stroke by stroke.
This, combined with a special type of notation designed to be
simple for those who don't read music, results in a conga
course that really works, rather than just another reference
book to add to the bookshelf!
Volume II is aimed at two distinct categories of readers: 1)
Intermediate players who are ready for a wider range of
rhythms to study and use in live playingsituations; and 2)
Experienced congueros who have digested Volume I and
nowseek to understand the roots of the modern Cuban conga
style. Having assimilated the material in Volume I, the student
should be able to play basic Son Montuno, Salsa,
Chachacha, and Bolero. Volume II moves on to Guaguanco,
Iyesa, 6/8, Changui, Afro, Mozambique, Pilon, Songo,
Merengue, Bomba, Cumbia and other rhythms that a
professionalconguero will be expected to know. Each rhythm
is accompanied by an articlereflecting on its history and role
in the "big picture" of Latin music and offering listening
recommendations. Like Volume I, it uses the Step by Step
online video Method. A special 8-page appendix explains the
often infuriatingly complex subject of "clave" with an
unprecedented level of clarity and insight. Includes access to
online video.
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